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The result was that only three of the six avian studies
retained their statisticalsignificanceat the P -< 0.05
level.

There is no way to assessdirectly the impact of
observer-expectancy
bias on published papers. Nor
is it possibleto determine whether the error found
in the nine investigationsof biaswas representative
of avian observationaldata. Perhapsthe bestone can
do is to assessqualitatively the degree to which observersin the studiesof bias relied on subjectiveassessmentin documentingthe behavior they expected
to observeand comparethis with avian studieswith
which one is familiar. One addedproblem, however,
is that the observersin the studiesof expectancybias
had no personalinterest in the results, something
that often is not the case in avian research.
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Mass or Weight: What Is Measuredand What Should Be Reported?
Jo•

w. CHARDINE •

The terms massand weight often are used interchangeably in the avian literature despite the fact
that they are very different properties.When workers "weigh" whole animals,animal parts,or animal
productsthey are usually interested in obtaining a
measureof the amountof matter in the object.This
quantity is called "mass"and is measuredin grams.
There are several methods of determining mass,although many are inappropriatefor use in the field
either because they are destructive or require sophisticatedequipment,or both.The simplestand least

of 1 kg exerts a downward force due to gravity, or
weight, of 9.8 N. Although balancesmeasureweight,
they usuallyare rescaledsothat massin gramsrather
than force in Newtons can be read directly.
A potential problem with this method of determining massis that gravitational force decreaseswith
altitude. Over the maximum altitudinal range encountered on Earth (about 8,800 m), however, the

error in the measurementof mass by this method
(about 0.3%, J. Black pers. comm.) is much smaller
than the precisionof many balancescurrently in use
destructive method involves the use of a balance to
and thus can be disregarded.
measurethe forceapplied to the massby the Earth's
Biologistsusually require measurementsof mass
gravitational field. This method relies on the prinand obtain these indirectly by the determination of
ciple that the force required to acceleratean objectis weight. For consistency,and to avoid potential conproportional to its mass.The force of gravity on a fusion(e.g.C.J. Pennycuick1986,Proc.Intern. Conf.
massis termed "weight" and is measuredin NewComp.Physiol.in press),I suggestthat the term mass
tons (N). One Newton is the force required to accel- be used in preference to weight, when this type of
eratea massof I kg at the rate of 1 m/s 2.Acceleration data is reported.
dueto gravityis 9.8m/s2andthus,a bird with a mass
I thank John Black of the Department of Physics,
Brock University, for helpful discussionand comments.
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Why Hummingbirds Hover: A Commmentary
F. REED HAINSWORTH l

A model developedby Pyke (1981)suggestedsmall The model predictionsare basedon the rate of net
hummingbirdsshould hover while larger species, energygainmaximizationfrom feeding.Energycosts
suchasmanysunbirdsandhoneyeaters,
shouldperch. for hoveringincreasewith body size more rapidly
than do costsfor perching.Although it alwayscosts
more to hover, the net rate of energy gain can be
• Departmentof Biology,SyracuseUniversity,Syr- higherfor a smallbird if it canforagemorequickly
acuse, New York 13210 USA.

by hoveringthanby perching.Perchingis predicted
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for large birds becausethe advantagegained from
spendinglesstime feeding while hovering is off-set
by the higher energy coststo hover (Pyke 1981).
Miller

(1985) studied individuals

of two small

hummingbird species(Archilochus
colubris,about 3.5
g; Orthorhynchus
cristatus,about 3.0 g). The experimentswere designedto test if hummingbirdswould
persistin hovering or would use a perching device
often not availableto them from the plants they visit.
The birds Miller studied almost always perched to
feed. The results implied that the theory based on
the rate of net energy gain maximization (popularly
called"optimal foraging theory") doesnot apply and
that the lack of perchesprovided by plantsfor most
hummingbirds forcesthe birds to hover with a cost
they otherwise would avoid. I suggestthis is not necessarilythe casebecausethe distancethe birds travel
to reach the feeders can influence whether they
should perch or hover when they feed.
The theory of "central place" foraging (Orians and
Pearson 1979) proposesthat animals should incorporate the time and energy coststo travel from a
central place, suchas a non-feeding perch, to a food
sourceand back. Sample calculationswill illustrate
the different predictionsbasedon distance.The power for forward flight for a 3.0-g hummingbirdis about
0.637W, the power for hoveringis about0.75W (Wolf
and Hainsworth 1971),while the power for perching
is about 0.157 W (Hainsworth and Wolf 1978). Let a

hummingbirdobtain 62.8 J of energy from a feeder
on a visit and assume it takes 1.0 s at the feeder

if it

hoversbut 1.10 s if it perches.If the 3.0-g hummingbird flies 20 m round-trip from perch to feeder and
back at a flight speedof 2 m/s, the total time if it
perchesis 11.1 s, the total costif it perchesis 6.545
J, and the rate of net energy gain is 56.25/11.1 = 5.07
J/s. If the hummingbird hovers,the total time is 11.0
s, the total costis 7.122 J, and the rate of net energy
gain is 55.68/11.0 = 5.06 J/s. For this caseperching
is marginally more efficient. Even if the difference is
not detectedby the birds, they may adopt the least
energy-demanding behavior and perch instead of
hover.
Now

consider

the case where

distance

is shorter.

If round-trip distance is 4 m, the total cost with
perching is 1.447J and the rate of net energy gain is
61.35/3.1 = 19.79J/s. The total costwith hovering is
2.024J, and the rate of net energy gain is 60.78/3 =
20.26 J/s. Here, hovering is the more effective be-
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havior, and as distance decreaseshovering becomes
even

more

effective

as a behavior

to maximize

the

rate of net energy gain (Wolf and Hainsworth 1983).
Whenever perching takes longer for feeding than
hovering, very small distancesshould produce hovering and very long distancesshould produce perching. It is not clear how far away the hummingbirds
had their "central place" in Miller's study. The distancemay have been considerablefor the Archilochus
becausefeederswere placedin the middle of a 40 x
40-m mowed

field.

Miller's experiments are interesting, but they
shouldbe designedto evaluatethe predictedbehavior: that is, hovering where distance from a nonfeeding perch to a feeder is short. The theory based
on the rate of net energy gain maximization predicts
what Miller observedfor long distances.If the behavior can be switched

back and forth as distance is

varied, then the rate of net energy gain maximization
model will be supported.If hummingbirdspersistin
perching even at very short distancesand feeding
rates are longer for perching, then the rate of net
energy gain maximization model will be falsified.
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